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From the Heart

Palliative patients create tangible legacy objects and 
artwork for loved ones

Started with a 23-year old with terminal brain cancer who 
declined quickly.  Thumbprints in clay were presented as 
gifts to Mom (a necklace) and Dad (a key chain)

“Has had a much bigger impact than meds” – Dr. Andrew 
Collins

“People aren’t afraid of dying so much as being 
forgotten” – Dr. Collins

In a Nutshell   



How it works

Referrals of palliative patients 

Trained volunteers support the person to create a legacy 
gift that loved ones can feel, see or hear 

Uses a variety of mediums

◦ Modelling clay for thumbprints – can be engraved with 
sayings – for bracelets, key chains, necklaces

◦ Recording stories – milestones, funny stories, hobbies, 
favourite meals and jobs, beliefs around death and 
dying

◦ Painting, drawing





Marketing



Resources 
Needed

People involved Palliative patients invited / referred to the program
Volunteer coordinator
Trained volunteers to support the person to create the 
legacy gift
Social worker support or other trained support (if 
something causes distress – NOTE: this has rarely 
happened)

Manual Creative Art Legacy Project Book for legacy ideas

Art Supplies Started with modeling clay that makes 12 keychains for 
$2.50 and can be fired in a regular oven
Use RecordMeNow.com to record stories
Paint supplies

Costs Time commitment of volunteers
Art supplies – e.g. clay is $2.50 at Michael’s
Relatively easy to get funding because it is 
visual/tangible - $1000 last for a couple of years
Ensuring there is social worker/trained support 
available

Marketing Brochure (see example)



Lessons learned/ Wisdom

❖‘Legacy” can be a loaded word.  Can call it a Mother’s Day or Christmas gift

❖Common statements – “I’m not ready today”; “I don’t do arts and crafts”
❖“patients often lose the ability to say ‘no’ in the system, so saying ‘no’ is empowering”

❖Offering 3-4 times often works.  People are grateful for having done it.

❖Some people think it’s morbid but then want the object created

❖Start small, possible thumb or hand prints

❖Ask who the artwork is for – important in case the person cannot 

communicate or dies

❖Can literally be done by a high school student, however, have social worker on 
standby if anything comes up

❖Story: Parents who found it difficult to communicate with each other through 
the rapid demise of their son were brought together through the gift of artwork


